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Abstract
Time-domain measurements are made on a magnetite-based (Fe3O4) ferrofluid
using an inductive technique. The constituent particles are 5.8% by volume,
polydisperse, and have a nominal diameter of 10nm with a ~1nm-thick anionic
hydrophobic coating. The ferrofluid is placed in a sealed channel on a coplanar
waveguide (CPW) situated in an adjustable external magnetic bias field. A fast-rising
step current in the CPW quickly reorients the local magnetic field above the signal trace
causing the particles’ moments to align in the new field configuration. This changing
magnetization induces a voltage in the CPW that is detected by a sampling oscilloscope.
Precessional magnetization dynamics are observed as well as phenomenological
damping predicted by the Landau-Lifshitz equation. Frequency analysis is done on the
signals using a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) and reveal multiple resonances which vary as
a function of the applied field. Computational models employing a macrospin
approximation are shown to agree well with the time-domain data and reveal the
response is due to interparticle interactions and chaining effects. The effective field of a
particle in a typical chain structure is derived analytically and found to agree with the
results. A small fraction of the particles exhibit an apparent increased anisotropy. This
is postulated to result from surface effects of the smallest particles since the fitted
effective surface anisotropy constant agrees well with previously published results.
Evidence of intrinsic superparamagnetic behavior is also observed.
v
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Ferrofluids
Ferrofluids are colloidal suspensions of nano-scale magnetic particles in water,
oil, or solvents. Since its invention in 1963 by Steve Papell at NASA, magnetic liquids
have found increasing uses in science, engineering and even art [1]. Modern nanomanufacturing techniques have made it possible to fabricate magnetic nanoparticles
with excellent control over their shape and size [2]. They find uses in cancer treatments
by magnetic hyperthermia [3], medical imaging [4, 5], drug delivery [6], and sensors [7]
to name a few.
While the usefulness of these unique fluids is universally agreed upon, the
physics of their behavior is a subject of ongoing research. The description of this
behavior launched a new branch of science called ferrohydrodynamics [1]. This subject
deals with many of the phenomena of hydrodynamics with the included considerations
of the effect of external magnetic fields [1], variable viscosities [8], rotational kinetics of
the particles [9], as well as the internal dynamics of the magnetization of the particles in
suspension [10]. Additionally, seminal works by Néel and Brown laid the foundations for
the study of the internal magnetization of fine particles due to thermal fluctuations [11,
12]. These fluctuations give rise to a so-called superparamagnetic state wherein the net
magnetic moment is averaged to zero for measurements taking longer than a material
and size dependent time scale. The moments align in an external field, giving rise to a
permanent moment similar to paramagnets, but with a response on the order of a 105
1

increase. This effect is field dependent and has a Langevin-type response similar to
dipolar matter in electric fields [13].
Further complicating the nature of ultra-fine magnetic particles is the idea of
anisotropy. Anisotropy in general will be discussed in detail in Chapters 2 and 7 but
broadly speaking it is the idea that the magnetization within solid-state magnetic matter
prefers to point along one direction (or a few directions in some cases) relative to the
crystal axes. Surface-induced anisotropy is related to the spins (atomistic moments) on
the surface not having the same type of magnetic material below and above them and
can lead to a higher value of anisotropy than expected in bulk material [14-16].
Additional anisotropy effects are induced by stray fields from nearest neighbors,
resulting in an altered collective behavior [17]. This effect is clearly a function of
concentration and will be examined in this work as well.
To date, published experiments on the measurement of ferrofluid magnetization
dynamics focus on the frequency domain. The goal of this experiment is to study the
time-domain transient step response of a ferrofluid sample to a magnetic field. As
outlined in the next chapter, theory dictates this response to be of a damped sinusoidal
nature [18]. Specifically, the following things will be addressed:
1. Develop a method whereby ferrofluid can be placed on a coplanar waveguide
and have its magnetization dynamics measured in the time domain with an
inductive technique typically employed for magnetic thin films.
2. Observe whether these measurements correspond to dynamics predicted by the
Landau-Lifshitz theory of magnetic precession.
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3. Perform a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the data to obtain frequency response
as a function of an external bias field for comparison to other works.
4. Analytically derive the effective field of a typical particle in a chain structure and
see if resonances in this regime are observed as predicted by the Kittel equation
for ferromagnetic spheres. This would be a clear indication that chain formation
is present.
5. Create computer simulations of the time-domain response of interacting free
particles, chains of particles and other configurations to the same magnetic field
conditions in the experiment.
6. Compare the simulation results to the observed waveforms to determine the
physical arrangement of constituent nanoparticles. Refine the particle
arrangements to best fit the data.
7. Study the amplitudes of the FFT to determine how the effective field affects the
different components of the response.

3

Chapter 2: Review of Magnetism
Before discussing details of the experiment, a brief review of some pertinent
topics in magnetics is in order. Some specifics are introduced in later chapters where
necessary.

2.1 Magnetic Dipole Moments
Magnetic dipole moments comprising magnetized matter come from two
distinct mechanisms: those due to the orbital motion of classical electrons in atoms and
those arising from the quantum electron spin. The moments can interact in complex
ways and atoms also have magnetic moments due to nuclear contributions. Neglecting
these effects, the following is a description of the two main contributions of atomicscale magnetism.

2.2 Orbital Moments
Looking at the orbit of electrons in valence shells in a classical way, that is as a quasicurrent loop, a magnetic moment would arise due to this circular motion of electric
charge given by [19]
→

→

𝖒 = 𝐼𝑨

4

(1)

→

where I is the current and 𝑨 is the vector area which is orthogonal to the plane of the
→

current loop. The magnetic moment 𝖒 has units of 𝐴𝑚& and undergoes a torque when
placed in an external magnetic field given by [20]
→

→

→

(2)

𝝉 =𝖒×𝑩

→

→

→

Where 𝑩 is the field given by 𝑩 = 𝜇' 𝑯. Since the cross product in Eq. (2) implies a 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃
functional dependence, the torque may be drawn as shown below.

Figure 2.1. The torque on the magnetic moment given by Eq. (2).
The torque vector is thus out of the page.
Using well-known relations for circular motion the magnetic moment can be re→

(

→

→

→

→

expressed as 𝖒 = − & 𝑞𝒓 × 𝒗 where 𝒓 and 𝒗 are the position and velocity vectors,
→

→

→

→

)

→

respectively. The angular momentum relation 𝒍 = 𝑚𝒓 × 𝒗 gives [19] 𝖒 = − &* 𝒍 . The
)

constant of proportionality &*, represented by 𝛾, is known as the gyromagnetic ratio of
this system and carries units of Hz/T:
5

→

→

𝖒 = 𝛾𝒍

(3)

For electrons, 𝛾 is negative due to its negative electric charge. A widely used
quantity in the study of magnetism is the Bohr magneton [20, Ch. 3, p. 64]
𝜇+ =

𝑞ℏ
= 𝛾ℏ
2𝑚,

(4)

where 𝑚, is the mass of the electron and ℏis the reduced Planck constant. The g-factor
(or spectroscopic splitting factor) is defined as the ratio of the magnitudes of the
magnetic moment in units of 𝜇+ to the angular momentum in terms of ℏ [20, Ch. 3, p.
65]:
𝑔=

|𝖒|⁄𝜇+
|𝒍|⁄ℏ

(5)

Looking at the preceding relationships, it is clear that the g-factor for orbital
moments is unity. This is not the case for spin moments, which are discussed in the next
section. This phenomenon arises from the field of quantum electrodynamics [21]
where g is found to be g≃ 2.0023. The preceding relations can be combined to yield a
useful expression.
𝛾=

6

𝑔𝜇+
ℏ

(6)

2.3 Spin Moments
According to the laws of quantum mechanics, electrons have an intrinsic angular
momentum and so a permanent magnetic moment. This moment is approximately one
→

Bohr magneton [20, Ch. 3, p. 65]. The spin angular momentum is known to be 𝒔 =
→

(

) →

)

± & ℏ. The moment along an axis is then 𝖒 = * 𝒔 resulting in 𝛾 ≃ * ≃ 28
!

!

-./
0

for an

electron according to Eq. (3).
2.4 Magnetic Precession
A quantity often used in magnetic relationships is magnetization, the density of
magnetic moments of a sample. On a mesoscopic scale this is given by the relation [20,
→

→

###⃗ = 𝑴𝛿𝑉. Note that like an H field, 𝑴 has units of 𝐴/𝑚. The study of
Ch. 2, p. 25] 𝛿𝔪
the reaction to this quantity is known as magnetization dynamics and was advanced by
the theory of Larmor and then refined by Landau and Lifshitz. The Landau-Lifshitz (LL)
theory will be employed extensively in this work. In magnetic nanoparticles the
moments all tend to point in the same direction and magnetic domains are not formed.
This is due to the fact that the energy requirements to create a domain wall are greater
than keeping nearest neighbors’ magnetic moments parallel [1]. This is known as the
macrospin approximation and is discussed further in the section on computational
modeling.
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2.5 Larmor Precession
The expression for torque in classical mechanics is
→

(7)

𝑑𝒍
𝝉=
𝑑𝑡

→

→

where 𝒍 is the angular momentum. The derivative of Eq. (3) with respect to time yields
→

→

(8)

𝑑𝖒
𝑑𝒍
=𝛾
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

Substituting Eq. (2) into this relation and dividing by the volume to get the
magnetization, one arrives at the Larmor equation
→

→
→
→
→
𝑑𝑴
= 𝛾𝑴 × 𝑩 = 𝛾𝜇' 𝑴 × 𝑯
𝑑𝑡
→

→

Where the free space permittivity relation 𝑩 = 𝜇' 𝑯 has been used.

→

Figure 2.2. The magnetization vector, 𝑴, precessessing
→

about external 𝑯 field. The blue vector shows the
→

instantaneous direction as 𝑴traces out a circular path.

8

(9)

Equation (9) says that the magnetization vector will precess about the external H field as
→

seen in Fig. 2.2. Because of the negative sign on the gyromagnetic ratio for electrons, 𝑴
will advance in a manner that is opposite the right-hand rule.

2.6 Landau-Lifshitz Theory
In section 2.5 it was seen that the net magnetization follows a circular path when
precessing about a field configuration that is not parallel to it. The Larmor equation (Eq.
(9)) does not have a mechanism for the magnetization vector to ever stop precessing
about the external field. It will continue indefinitely, but this perpetual phenomenon is
not observed in nature. The moments will lose energy to the surrounding medium and
undergo so-called damping. Thus, the equation describing the evolution of the
magnetization is given by the Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation [20, Ch. 9, p. 316]
→

→
→
𝑑𝒎
𝛾
→
→
=−
𝜇
𝒎
×
[𝑯
+
𝛼
^𝒎
×
𝑯
_]
𝑑𝑡
1 + 𝛼& '

→

where 𝛼 is the dimensionless damping parameter and 𝒎 is the normalized
→

magnetization unit vector 𝑴a𝑀1 where 𝑀1 is the magnitude of the saturation
234

→

→

→

magnetization. The term − (52"# 𝒎 × ^𝒎 × 𝑯_] in Eq. (10) describes a motion of the
magnetization that forces it to align with the field over time. This describes the
damping and so the image in Fig. 2.2 must be amended as in Figure 2.3.

9

(10)

Figure 2.3. Landau-Lifshitz theory of damped magnetic
precession. The Larmor precession is in blue and the LL damping
vector is in red (not to scale). The resultant motion is traced out
by an inward spiral. Both actual vector equations are scaled by a
factor of

!"6
not shown for sake of clarity.
#$% 7

The origins of the damped magnetic precession outlined above has been
debated in the literature [22-24]. The mechanisms are essentially either temporal or
spatially caused. The temporal treatment given in [24] is computational and ascribed to
time retardation. Computing how long the magnetization is aware of its past trajectory
gives the correlation time. The correlation time is then compared to the damping
parameter and the retarded damping at one time slice is caused by the previous
orientations of the magnetizations.
The spatial model of LL damping uses scattering theory [23]. The idea of a socalled breathing Fermi surface is employed caused by spin-orbit interactions. These
interactions change the energy of near-surface electron states. This results in some
electrons going above the Fermi level of the bulk material and some go below it [22].

10

This results in excess electron-hole pairs that are scattered (dissipated) by the lattice.
This energy dissipation results in the precession damping over nano-second timescales.

2.7 Magnetic Anisotropy
In magnetized material the magnetization has a tendency to point along a
specific direction (or set of directions) relative to the crystal axes. This direction is
referred to as the easy axis and there are various mechanisms responsible for its
orientation. Anisotropies such as sample shape, magnetocrystalline structure, surface
effects, and mechanical stress are a few [20, Ch. 5, p. 168]. Depending on the type of
sample considered certain types are more prevalent and others negligible. For magnetic
nanoparticles two important ones arise: magnetocrystalline and surface anisotropy [2,
Ch. 2, p. 52]. The particles in this work are made of Fe3O4 (magnetite), which has as its
preferred magnetocrystalline direction along 〈111〉 with an anisotropy constant of 𝐾( =
89

8:

−13 *$ and a saturation magnetization of 480 * [20, Ch. 11, p. 422]. It is a cubic
material so there is more than one easy axis and the effective field for this type of
anisotropy is given by [25]
𝐻8 =

4|𝐾( |
𝑘𝐴
= 28.7
3𝜇' 𝑀1
𝑚

(11)

This value is the expected effective magnetic field experienced by the magnetization in
bulk magnetite due to the crystal lattice that keep it aligned along the easy axes. This
allows magnetic precession in the absence of an external field; the functional derivative
of the energy landscape is a magnetic field that the magnetization responds to, thus
keeping it aligned in the absence of other forces.
11

Surface anisotropy is a major contributor to the anisotropy of magnetic
nanoparticles. It is a field of intense and ongoing study and plays an increasingly
important role as the size of the particles decreases [14-16, 26, 27]. As mentioned
previously, the magnetization points along one direction and per the macrospin
approximation in small single-domain particles all constituent atoms’ moments are
parallel. However, on the surface of the particle there is an atomic asymmetry arising
from a lack of neighbors on all sides. Below the surface molecules resides the magnetite
lattice, but outside the particle surface there is an anionic surfactant adsorbed on the
surface. This results in a modified lattice parameter and the spins point in different
directions than the core, tending to take on directions that are tangent and radial to the
surface [26]. This results in an effective anisotropy constant given by [15]
𝐾,;; = 𝐾" +

6𝐾1
𝐷

(12)

where 𝐷 is the diameter of the particle, 𝐾" is the bulk anisotropy constant and 𝐾1 is
the surface anisotropy constant. This ad-hoc relationship has been shown to have
validity for spherical nanoparticles and is revisited in detail in Chapter 7 [28].

2.8 Superparamagnetism
In 1959 work was done by Bean and Livingston that outlined the behavior of
thermal fluctuations of the magnetization of ultra-fine particles [13]. This behavior was
dubbed superparamagnetism (SP) due to its resemblance to paramagnetism but with
the appearance of a much larger moment when in the presence of a magnetic field. The
moment increase can be on the order of 105. This effect arises due to a different

12

mechanism than normal paramagnetism, having to do with the fluctuation of the
magnetic moment. Néel proposed the magnetic moment rapidly changed directions
within a particle according to a relaxation function given by [11]

𝜏 = 𝜏! 𝑒 "!#⁄$" %

(13)

where 𝜏' is the so-called attempt time, 𝐾< is the uniaxial anisotropy energy density
constant, 𝑉 is the particle volume and 𝑘+ 𝑇 is the thermal energy. Thus Eq. (13) is
modified by an exponential of a ratio of energies. The anisotropy term relates how
much energy is required to pull the magnetization vector out of its ground state energy
well. Put another way, it is the amount of energy required to flip the net magnetization
into its antiparallel configuration. The thermal energy term is a statistical average of the
internal thermal energy of the nanoparticle. The attempt time, 𝜏' is typically reported

Figure 2.4. A depiction of superparamagnetism.
Magnetic nanoparticles with randomly fluctuating
moments that favor a vertical alignment due to
an applied field.
to be on the order of a nanosecond, meaning that for high temperatures and small
volumes the spin will flip, on average, at a frequency in the GHz range [20, Ch. 8, p. 296].
Very recent work has indeed shown this time constant to be as small as 10-21s in
13

magnetic nanodisks, which is several orders of magnitude below the time scales dealt
with in this work [29]. Figure 2.4 depicts a collection of nanoparticles with randomly
fluctuating moments, the darker arrows indicating the preferred direction which can be
brought about due to an applied field.
Note whether a particle is in the superparamagnetic regime is a function of
temperature as well as time. If a measurement is made quickly enough for a given
particle, it will not have had time to flip and will be normally magnetic. Below the
blocking temperature 𝑇+ , the particle is again normally magnetic. The relaxation times
for various particle radii and temperatures range from fractions of a second to billions of
years [20, Ch. 8, p. 296]. Particles in this work are unblocked by time and temperature.
When a superparamagnetic sample is placed in an external bias field parallel to
the easy direction of magnetization the magnetization becomes a function of H and is
approximated by Langevin function [12]
###⃗(𝐻) ≈ 𝑛𝖒
###⃗ j𝑐𝑜𝑡ℎ n
𝑴

𝜇' 𝐻𝔪
𝑘+ 𝑇
o−
p
𝑘+ 𝑇
𝜇' 𝐻𝔪

(14)

###⃗ is the magnetic moment
where 𝑛 is the number density of particles in the sample and 𝖒
of a single particle. Equation (14) is plotted in Fig. 2.5 for a unity coefficient and
arguments.
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###⃗(𝐻) plotted with unity coefficient over -10 < x < 10.
Figure 2.5: Langevin function for 𝑴
Note the similarity between the plot of Fig. 5 and a typical B-H curve of a
magnet. The difference is that the Langevin function is single valued, not possessing the
closed loop typical of hysteresis plots. This reflects the zero-average magnetization at
zero applied field, or lack of remanence. This dependency of M on H means the
magnetization is less random under the applied field and spends more time aligned with
it. This is due to the bias field making it less probable that the magnetization will have
the energy to overcome the energy barrier that keeps it aligned along an easy direction.
As is shown in the analysis section, fields from other particles (e.g. dipoles) in the
solution have the same effect on the particles’ moments as an external field. This
means dipole-dipole interactions of densely packed particles can lead to a so-called
mixed state of ferromagnetism/superparamagnetism [30].
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The likelihood of a flip of the particle moment is seen from the energy functional
to depend upon of the angle of the magnetization relative to the anisotropy axis and an
applied field. This is given by the relation [31]
𝐸(𝜃, 𝜑) = 𝐾< 𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑛& 𝜃 + 𝐵𝑀1 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃 − 𝜑)

(15)

where 𝜃 is the angle between the magnetization and the applied field and 𝜑 is the angle
between the applied field and the anisotropy axis. For a particle allowed to
mechanically rotate as in the case of ferrofluid, the anisotropy axis would tend to align
with the field, apart from stochastic thermal torques which average to zero. This
alignment would satisfy a minimal energy criterion. In this case Eq. (15) reduces to
𝐸(𝜃, 𝜑) = 𝑉(𝐾< 𝑠𝑖𝑛& 𝜃 + 𝐵𝔪𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃))

(16)

→

##⃗ = 𝑴𝛿𝑉has been employed. This
where 𝔪 is the magnetic moment and the relation 𝛿𝔪
can be seen plotted for various values of the external field in this work in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. Eq. (16) plotted for various applied fields. Note the increasing
asymmetry for higher fields. Local minima are at 0° and 180°.
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The energy barriers associated with Eq. (16) are compared for a typical field value in
Figure 2.7 for magnetite particles with a 10nm diameter.

Figure 2.7. E+ and E- are the energy barriers corresponding to a parallel and
antiparallel alignment with the field, respectively. Higher energy barriers
correspond to a lower probability of a moment having the thermal activation
energy to overcome it and flip along that direction.
Note the energy barrier to get into the 0° state is lower than the 180° state, hence the
tendency for a particle’s moment to stay aligned with the applied field. The energy that
is required to jump the barriers is provided by thermal instabilities within the particle
[31, 20, Ch. 8, p. 296]. Observations of these energy differences is discussed in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 3: Inductive Technique Overview
To make time-domain measurements on the constituent particles in ferrofluid,
an inductive technique is employed that is typically used to measure dynamics in
magnetic thin films [18, 32-33]. The primary challenges involved in performing this
experiment on ferrofluid are making the liquid stationary, nonevaporating, and having
enough magnetic material to register a signal. The following sections in this chapter
outline how the technique works.

3.1 Inductive Technique
As the name implies the inductive technique uses electromagnetic induction to
measure signals. At a basic level it employs Faraday’s Law of induction to induce a
voltage in a coplanar waveguide. The coplanar waveguide is a microwave transmission
line with two ground planes flanking a center trace onto which the signal is injected
[34]. All three conductive sheets are in the same geometric plane as shown in Figure
3.1.
Faraday’s Law of induction relates the time derivative of the magnetic flux
density to the curl of the electric field.
#𝛁⃗ × #𝑬⃗ = −
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##⃗
𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡

(17)

Figure 3.1. Typical coplanar waveguide geometry.
The magnetic sample is placed above the center trace and a short rise time step signal is
injected into the CPW. The current density along the trace is accompanied by a
magnetic induction field given by Ampere’s Law which, if the displacement current is
#⃗ = 𝜇' 𝑱⃗. When this is applied to a current sheet the
taken to be zero, is given by #𝛁⃗ × #𝑩
magnetic field immediately above the sheet and far from the edge is given by an infinite
sheet approximation [18]
𝐵=

𝜇' 𝑉
.
2𝑍' 𝑤

(18)

where w is the width of the trace, V is the voltage and 𝑍' is the characteristic
impedance of the waveguide. A more general form of the transverse field above a
current strip derived from a linearly increasing potential is given by [18]
𝑤
𝑤
+𝑦
−𝑦
𝐼
2
𝐻# (𝐼: 𝑦, 𝑧) =
~𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 •
‚ + 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 • 2
‚ƒ
2𝜋𝑤
𝑧
𝑧
Equation (19) is plotted in Figure 3.2 for the CPW used in this work.
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(19)

Figure 3.2. Plot of Eq. (19) the amplitude of the y-directed magnetic field
due to current, I, in a CPW with a 1mm-wide center trace.
Figure 3.3 shows a FEM simulation in Matlab of the vectorial nature of Eq. (19) and its
scalar plot of Fig. 3.2. There is a magnetic field encircling the trace which is transverse

Figure 3.3. Plot of magnetic field encircling a finite-width strip current.
The strip cross section is in the plane of page.
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to the length of the waveguide. When accompanied by a longitudinal external magnetic
bias field these two quantities sum to a resultant magnetic field that is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Note that in the diagram the transverse step field is exaggerated for clarity. In this work
the transverse field is over 40 times smaller in magnitude than the weakest external
longitudinal field employed.
Initially the bias field is on and the step field is absent. In this state the magnetic
moment of the sample points along the 𝑥-axis. When the pulse arrives at the magnetic

Figure 3.4. The pulse and bias fields combine to create a resultant vector
(shown in red). Axes convention shown at left.
sample the net field changes direction and the moment begins to align in the new field
orientation and the dynamics predicted by the Landau-Lifshitz model of Eq. (10) and Fig.
2.3 are operative. This is shown in Figure 3.5. The precessional dynamics produce a
sinusoidal waveform in the waveguide. The signal that is measured is the time
derivative of the 𝑦-component of the magnetization dynamics [18].
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###⃗ precessing above the center trace.
Figure 3.5. The magnetization vector 𝑴
The time derivative is shown threading the waveguide, which induces a
sinusoidal voltage. Damping mechanism not pictured.

3.2 Induced Signal
Silva et al. derive the equation of the angle of the magnetization to evolve
according to the following:
𝜙(𝑡) = 𝛽' sinŠ𝜔$ 𝑡 + 𝜙Œ 𝑒 =>⁄?

(20)

where 𝜙(𝑡) is the in-plane angle of magnetization and 𝛽' , 𝜏, and 𝜙 were fitted
parameters, and 𝜏 = 2⁄𝜆 where 𝜆 is the damping factor and for weak damping 𝜆 = 𝛼 of
Eq. (10). The voltage pulse induced in the waveguide from a thin film is shown to be
[18]
’’’’#
𝑑𝑀
𝜇' 𝑙𝛿𝑓(𝑧, 𝑤)
𝑍'
𝑉$ = n
o•
‚
1
4
𝑍' + 2 𝑅AB 𝑑𝑡

(1)

where 𝑓(𝑧, 𝑤) is a function that describes the loss of signal due to a finite distance of
the sample and trace, 𝛿 and 𝑙 are the film thickness and length, respectively, and 𝑅AB is
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the ohmic resistance of the trace. By integrating the measured pulse one can estimate
the average amount of magnetization that rotates provided the quantities in Eq. (21) are
well defined. Applying Eq. (21) is considerably more difficult for a colloidal suspension
of magnetized particles than for a fixed film with well-known dimensions. It is therefore
required to create computer models to explain the observed phenomena, as will be
seen. Nonetheless the signals involved are still found to be damped sinusoids like those
of Eq. (20), albeit a superposition of several frequencies.

3.3 Subtractive Analysis
The desired signal is small compared to the amplitude and the ripple in the step
signal measured by the sampling oscilloscope. The details of the actual signal will be
given later but this problem is typical of this technique in general so the method for
isolating the signal will be described here.
To extract the induced signal, it is required to record two datasets: one step
waveform with magnetization dynamics present and one where there are none. Then
by subtracting the signals pointwise one is left with only the dynamical data and any
unwanted signals or irregularities common to both waveforms are removed. In order to
obtain the signal without magnetization dynamics it is required to “freeze” them out, so
the particles do not respond to the step current. Note that it is not possible to simply
record a step signal without the magnetic sample present and use this as the first
dataset. This is because placing any magnetic sample, liquid or otherwise, on the CPW
inherently changes the L-C parameters and results in quite different signals with
different rise times, amplitudes, and other unwanted effects. Therefore, both signals
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must come from the CPW with the sample already in place. To prevent the
magnetization dynamics, one must change the orientation of the external bias field from
𝑥-directed to 𝑦-directed with the electromagnets. Refer back to Fig. 3.4 for axes
conventions. Once the moments are aligned in the 𝑦-direction, the pulse can no longer
affect them because they are already parallel to the arriving step field. Now no change
in the local field occurs and thus no dynamics are present. This 𝑦-directed saturation is
typically done once, and all subsequent measurements compared to it. In this work it is
done before each measurement.
Once this measurement is saved, the field is reoriented along the 𝑥-direction and
the second waveform is recorded. As is described in detail in Chapter 5, the signals
must be aligned in time to undo the small temporal drift that occurs between each
measurement. This drift tends to be relatively small, on the order of a picosecond, but
is still important.
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Chapter 4: Equipment Overview
In this chapter, descriptions and images of the equipment used in the
experiment are given.

4.1 Sampling Oscilloscope
The signals are captured by the Agilent Infiniium DCA-J 86100C, a high-speed
sampling oscilloscope. It has a 50Ω input impedance and a 50𝐺𝐻𝑧 bandwidth. In the
present work 1600 samples are taken every nanosecond. The unit builds up a reading
over time, taking a running average. It takes around 30s to obtain readings in this
experiment. The cabling has a 26𝐺𝐻𝑧 bandwidth.

Figure 4.1. Agilent Infiniium DCA-J 86100C sampling oscilloscope.
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4.2 Signal Generator
The negative step waveform is generated by a 12ps fall time generator from
Picosecond Pulse Labs. The 4015D RPH (Remote Pulse Head) uses the 4015D Pulse
Generator trigger module that synchronizes with the sampling oscilloscope.

Figure 4.2. Remote Pulse Head (RPH) that generates
the rapid fall time step signal.

4.3 Electromagnets
The external field is provided by a pair of coupled electromagnets. Diagonally
oriented pairs are coupled below by iron shorting bars so that the flux exits one of the
shaped pole pieces and enters the other. This allows for two different field orientations,

Figure 4.3. Electromagnets in quadrupole configuration. The
CPW is seen situated in the center.
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90° from one another depending on how the current is run in each pair. Further details
are provided in Section 5.2.

4.4 Electromagnet Power Supply and Controller
The current in the electromagnets is critical because it is in proportion to the
magnetic field that is produced. This field affects the response of the particles and so
must be known precisely. The current is provided by a Kepco bipolar operational power
supply (BOP) which is in turn controlled by a Hewlett Packard E3617A DC power supply.
The BOP has analog knobs to control current, but as seen in Fig. 4.3 this would rely on
looking at the current on an analog needle. The HP power supply can be connected to
the BOP and used to control the current based on its voltage. Since it is digital it gives
repeatability to the current and hence the magnetic field.

Figure 4.4. Kepco bipolar operational power supply (BOP) and
the Hewlett Packard E3617A DC voltage supply.
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Chapter 5: Experiment
This chapter outlines the specific details of the experiment.

5.1 Experiment Block Diagram
Below is a block diagram of the experiment. The coplanar waveguide is pictured

Figure 5.1. Block diagram of the experiment.
at the center. The ferrofluid sample is located in the middle of the center trace. The
containment channel, to be described later, is not shown. The pair of electromagnets
are labeled A1, A2, B1, and B2. The flux is directed from A1 to A2 and separately from
B1 to B2. The details are outlined in Section 5.2. The pulse generator is operated at a
repetition rate of 500kHz. It triggers a negative step voltage waveform from the Remote
Pulse Head (RPH) that has a nominal fall time of 12ps. The cabling, waveguide, and
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liquid sample increase this to around 95ps due to capacitive effects, which is still
adequate for the experiment. This rapidly changing signal is required make the
magnetic moments respond freely to the new step field configuration. A slower,
ramping signal would not allow for the step-response observation of precession effects
since the realignment is typically complete in 2ns.
The sampling oscilloscope records the data with a running average of 256
samples. The time window is set to 2ns and 3200 samples are taken in this interval,
resulting in an effective sampling rate of 𝑓1 = 1.6 × 10(& 𝐻𝑧. The pulse generator unit
relays a triggering signal to the oscilloscope to synchronize the arrival of the step field
with the measurements.

5.2 Electromagnet Configuration
The magnetic field must be configured in two different orientations for each
measurement. Initially along 𝑦 for the transverse saturation, then along 𝑥 for the signal
measurement. By changing the direction of the current in the A1-A2 pair of magnets
the two configurations shown in Fig. 5.2 are achieved. Figure 5.3 shows the values of
the magnetic field of the electromagnets. The readings are made with a transverse
magnetometer and averaged over five readings. Slight saturation of the iron pole pieces
can be seen toward the maximum field.
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Figure 5.2. Red and black arrows denote the direction of the field from
each pair of magnets. The blue arrows represent the resultant field. On the
left is longitudinal measurement; the transverse configuration is on the right.

Figure 5.3. Field of electromagnet vs. applied voltage from control unit.

5.3 Ferrofluid Channel
One of the primary challenges of this experiment is to contain the ferrofluid
sample on the waveguide. As detailed later, the volume concentration of the
nanoparticles in the ferrofluid is required to be well defined for modeling purposes. As
such, evaporation of the carrier component, water in this case, must not occur.
Additionally, the ferrofluid responds to magnetic field gradients and could be caused to
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move in the presence of the external magnetic field. Measurements were made on the
change in the bias field at its maximum setting over the 1cm length of the sample and
found to vary at most by only 0.1𝑘𝐴/𝑚. However, with ferrofluid deposited on the
waveguide in open air it was possible to get the sample to jump to one of the pole
pieces of the magnet at its highest value. Thus, it is required the sample be entirely
contained within some channel that prevents its movement or evaporation. After many
different iterations a channel made from BondicÒ epoxy [35] was found to allow quality
reproducible results. This epoxy cures in the presence of UV light after approximately 4
seconds of exposure. It is found to have no magnetic properties and due to its density
being lower than the current ferrofluid it can enclose a liquid sample with the following
method.

Figure 5.4. Graphical depiction of the entrapment of ferrofluid using Bondic epoxy
as a channel.
To trap the ferrofluid, a strip of Scotch tape, 1cm long and approximately
0.75mm wide is cut under a stereoscope with a straight edge and a razor knife. This
strip is placed along the center trace as a mask and the extension of its remainder is left
as a tab to be pulled up. The viscous BondicÒ epoxy is applied around the mask and is
pulled up while the UV light is applied. This solidifies the channel as depicted in the
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leftmost frame of Fig. 5.4. The ferrofluid is then injected with a small pipette into the
solid channel as shown in the center image. The remainder of the BondicÒ is then
applied over the channel and the sample itself. Due to the differences in density, the
BondicÒ epoxy floats on top of the ferrofluid sample and can be hardened with the UV
light during application. The epoxy then completely encases the sample and the
ferrofluid is in direct contact with the copper trace but kept well out of the gap between
the trace and ground planes. This is pictured in Figure 5.5. Note the outer channel does
not occupy the width of the entire ground plane as shown in Fig. 5.4, which saves epoxy.
It is not important to do so as it was found not to make a measurable difference but is
stated for the sake of completeness. If the resources are available, an open-bottom
microfluidic channel deposited over a CPW would likely be a good alternative.

Figure 5.5. Ferrofluid sample on the CPW encased completely within the
BondicÒ epoxy. This prevents the evaporation as well as the movement
of the sample under varying bias fields.
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It is important to keep the ferrofluid away from the very edges of the signal trace
for two main reasons. First, the capacitive coupling between the signal and ground that
is provided by the metallic, polar liquid is detrimental to the signal integrity. Second,
there is a high field gradient near the edge of the signal trace and even though the fluid
is contained in the channel, it is not precisely known what types of effects this could
have on the recorded data. It is at least possible that the particles could agglomerate
there in a manner that could impact the results. Consider the graph of Eq. (19) from Fig.
3.2. A spatial derivate was performed on this function and is plotted below for
𝑧 = 0.

Figure 5.6. Spatial derivative of Eq. (19) and plot in Fig. 3.2 for 𝑧 = 0.
Note the flatness across the width of the trace and sharp change in field at the edges.
To see how this kind of gradient can affect a ferrofluid sample consider the following.
The force on the small volume element of a magnetically polarized substance in Fig. 5.7
#⃗𝒎 = −𝑯
###⃗𝟎 𝜌1 𝑎% + Š𝑯
###⃗𝟎 + 𝛿𝑯
###⃗𝟎 Œ𝜌1 𝑎% = 𝛿𝑯
###⃗𝟎 𝜌1 𝑎% where 𝜌1 is the pole
is given by 𝑭
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Figure 5.7. Cylindrical volume element
of magnetically polarized substance.
##⃗𝟎 is the local magnetic field [1].
density on a face, 𝑎% is the area of the pole face, and 𝑯
#⃗ and is the force per
###⃗𝟎 represents the change in the local field along the direction 𝒅
𝛿𝑯
#⃗ ∙ #𝛁⃗Œ𝑯
##⃗𝟎 = Š𝒅
##⃗𝟎 = ^ % _ Š𝑴
###⃗ ∙ 𝛁
#⃗Œ𝑯
##⃗𝟎 . This
unit pole of the substance. Then we have [1] 𝛿𝑯
E
final expression can be expanded as:
𝜕𝐻
⎡𝑀F F
𝜕𝑥
⎢
𝑑 ⎢ 𝜕𝐻#
#𝑭⃗𝒎 =
𝑀
𝑀 ⎢ F 𝜕𝑥
⎢
⎢ 𝑀 𝜕𝐻/
⎣ F 𝜕𝑥
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+
+
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𝑀/
𝜕𝑧 ⎥
⎥
𝜕𝐻/ ⎥
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𝜕𝑧 ⎦
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(22)

Thus, the magnetic force is a rank-one tensor in terms of the magnetization 𝑀G and
external field 𝐻G . For example, the 𝑥-component of the force is the sum of the
magnetization of all 3 dimensions, each component of which is multiplied by the field
gradient of 𝐻F along that dimension. If the sample can avoid high field gradients like
those seen in Fig. 5.6, one does not have to be concerned with the effects they may
have.
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5.4 Time-Domain Step Signal
Once the external magnetic field is oriented along the 𝑦-axis the saturation
measurement can be recorded. This saturation field is set to 12𝑘𝐴/𝑚. As described in
Chapter 3, the sample moment is now aligned along 𝑦 with the external field and so the
arriving 𝑦-directed step field produces no change in the magnetization vector of the
sample. This is called the transverse saturation measurement. Once this data is
recorded, the external bias field is rotated 90° to point along the 𝑥-axis. Now the
arriving 𝑦-directed step field produces a resultant field that is the vector sum of the two.
By Eq. (19) the maximum 𝑦-component directly above the CPW, near the center has a
value of 50𝐴/𝑚. For the weakest 𝑥-directed bias field used in this work that amounts

Figure 5.8. Transverse saturation and precession data signals shown before processing.
to only 1.3° away from the 𝑥-axis. At the highest field it is 0.116°. As a result, the
precession is treated as though it is about the 𝑥-axis alone. The two recorded signals
are shown together in Figure 5.8 and appear to almost coincide. Ideally, the only
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difference between them would be the magnetization signal that is sought. However,
there is another complication to be remedied before a simple pointwise subtraction can
be performed.
The signals have to be aligned to account for any small temporal drift that occurs
between the two measurements due to the imperfect timing of the triggering
mechanism. To achieve this, a Matlab script is developed to analyze the first 60ps of the
signal and interpolate it to 10,000 data points. This allows the signals to then be shifted
in time by increments smaller than the actual sampling rate and correlating them to
have a minimized error. The drift is seen in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.10 shows the results of

Figure 5.9. The transverse signal (black) and the data signal (red) are seen to not
coincide in time. The aforementioned script interpolates, shifts and then resamples
them before being subtracted for analysis.
subtracting the two waveforms with and without the temporal correction. Note the
150mV spike at the beginning of the resulting waveform when the correction is not
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done. This is due to the quick fall time of the step signal. Slight differences around the
signal changes are exaggerated, most notably the first one and another around 1ns.

Figure 5.10. Subtraction of the corrected (blue) and uncorrected (red) signals.
After the shift and subtract are performed, the data must be interpolated back to the
original size of the data vectors. Not doing this makes the data too unwieldy for the
computer to handle and creates further issues with analysis.
Once the magnetization dynamics data are obtained a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) is performed to see the frequency spectra of the signals. All time-domain data and
their FFTs are presented in Chapter 6. These data are then compared to a finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) computational model presented in detail in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6: Measurement Results
6.1 Time-Domain Induction Signals
In Figures 6.1- 6.4 the time domain data for various bias fields are presented. It
should be noted that for the purposes of clarity the waveforms in these plots have been
smoothed by localized averaging. In what follows these plots, as well as all analysis that
is done, smoothing is not performed. That is, the smoothing is only done here for an
initial look at the results and the data will subsequently be presented as the raw signals
which contain some inherent noise. Smoothing data before it is analyzed is known to
skew results as Fourier transforms can find data in what appears to be random noise
that is not obvious to the casual observer.
Below, the dynamical response of the ferrofluid sample for twelve bias fields
ranging from 2.2𝑘𝐴/𝑚 to 24.7𝑘𝐴/𝑚 are presented. The signals, while clearly periodic
in nature, do not conform to a single sine wave response more typical of thin film
measurement e.g. [18, 32, 33]. Chapter 7 outlines a computational model which
matches these data fairly well and explains the origins of these nonidealities.
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Figure 6.1. The magnetization dynamics for the first four bias fields.
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Figure 6.2. The magnetization dynamics for 5th-8th bias fields.
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Figure 6.3. The magnetization dynamics for the last four bias fields.
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For a comparison of extremes, Figure 6.4 shows the lowest and highest bias field results
plotted on the same scale. The initial amplitudes range from around 15𝑚𝑉 to 50𝑚𝑉.

Figure 6.4. The 2.2𝑘𝐴/𝑚 and 24.7𝑘𝐴/𝑚 bias field readings compared.

6.2 Fast Fourier Transform of Time-Domain Signals
Below are the Fast Fourier Transforms of the above signals. These were
obtained with Matlab using the fft command and use of a Hann window. Removal of
the DC offset was also performed. These two techniques are described before the full
set of results are given.
When signals are recorded digitally for analysis, they are clearly always finite.
Samples analyzed over this finite sample and their corresponding trigonometric basis
give rise to the phenomenon of spectral leakage [36]. This occurs because only
particular frequency components will have periods that fit exactly into the given time
window, the rest being cut off to some extent. When a signal is cut off or started
abruptly, the rapid changes yield spectral components that are not inherent to the
intended signal being studied. This is due to discontinuities being modeled by the FFT
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[36]. To get rid of this effect, which was evident in the present work, the time-domain
signal is multiplied by a so-called window. There are many types of windows, but they
serve a common purpose: to clamp the signal at the boundaries in such a way to avoid
abrupt changes. The windowing function used is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5. Hann window function from Matlab.
How each window performs is a matter of research and is generally looked at as
a function of spectral leakage and side lobes of spectra [37]. The window found to give
the best results in this work, the Hann window, has 𝑁 − 1 coefficients calculated by the
following expression [38].
𝑛
𝑤(𝑛) = 0.5 •1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ^2𝜋 _ž ,
𝑁

0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁

(24)

This generates the window that is multiplied pointwise by the time-domain response
before the FFT is performed. Conversely, a rectangular window is limited only along the
time axis but has unity coefficients assigned to each time-domain datapoint. This crops
the signal in time but does nothing for the issue of signal-wide spectral leakage since
this will still capture most sine waves in non-integer multiples that will not be clamped
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at the time boundaries. Using a rectangular window, which is the default for Matlab,
yielded results that were not able to be fitted to the observed signals due to a large
amount of artificial spectral components. This is expected since the signal has an abrupt
starting behavior due to the step signal. After the Hann window is applied a clear
frequency spectrum emerges from the FFT. Plots of various spectra are shown for
comparison in Figure 6.6. Clearly the spectrum is still complicated, and these frequency
components are discussed at length in Chapter 7.

Figure 6.6. Several FFT spectra for the time-domain data presented in Figs. 6.1 – 6.3.
The Hann window of Fig 6.5 has been applied to the data prior to the FFT as well as DC
offset removal.
In addition to the windowing, the DC offset was removed from the signal as well.
Ultimately since the magnetization comes to rest along the new effective field the time
derivative must come to zero. As such, there can be no true DC offset to the induction
signal being studied. In practice however, there can be a small average value of the
signal that could be the result of an offset in the oscilloscope or truncation in the A/D
converter, for example. Even signals taken over a 5ns window still showed a slight DC
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offset which tended to distort the data toward the low end of the spectrum. To get rid
of this unwanted bias, the mean of the overall signal is calculated and then this constant
subtracted pointwise from the original signal. This significantly reduces any artificial
offset which can obscure any real lower frequency data [39]. Note that it is not entirely
removed for all signals but is significantly reduced as are the broad-spectrum artificial
components due to a rectangular window.
Figures 6.7 – 6.9 are the twelve FFTs for the time-domain data in Section
6.1.
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Figure 6.7. The FFTs for the first four bias fields.
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Figure 6.8. The FFTs for 5th-8th bias fields.
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Figure 6.9. The FFTs for the last four bias fields.
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Chapter 7: Analysis and Discussion
In frequency domain measurements one has the freedom of choice which
resonances to look for and under which conditions. The time domain is inherently
different, giving all of the dynamics at once. When different mechanisms are operating,
the result is all of the signals overlaid upon one another and requires careful analysis
and modeling to know the causes of each kind of response.

7.1 Time-Domain Computer Model
To model the time-domain response of the nanoparticles a simulation tool called
Vinamax was employed [40]. Vinamax is free software that runs in a Linux environment
from a command line window. It is coded in the computer language Go. The user codes
a “world” into which magnetic nanoparticles are placed at determined or random
locations. All parameters required to run the simulation are coded by the user such as
anisotropy constant, radius, saturation magnetization, damping constant, etc. The type
of solver used to solve the Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation are also selectable by the user.
The output of Vinamax is a four-column table with the time vector and each
corresponding component of the sum of all magnetization vectors.
Vinamax solves the LL equation by applying an effective field which is [40]
##⃗𝒆𝒇𝒇 = #𝑩
#⃗𝒆𝒙𝒕 + 𝑩
##⃗𝒂𝒏𝒊𝒔 + 𝑩
##⃗𝒅𝒆𝒎𝒂𝒈 + #𝑩
#⃗𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒎
𝑩

(23)

which are the external, anisotropy, demagnetizing, and thermal fields respectively. All
of these except the thermal field are considered in this work. The thermal field code
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acts best on longer timescales, not the 2ns window considered here; in this case it does
##⃗𝒆𝒙𝒕 , is the vector sum of
not yield a result that matches the data. The external field, 𝑩
the applied bias fields and the calculated field of the step excitation. Voltage data from
the step generator (see Fig. 5.8) are scaled using Eq. (18) to convert it to units of
#⃗ = 𝜇' #𝑯
#⃗. The total
magnetic flux density. Note Eq. (18) uses the constitutive relation #𝑩
field is then fed into a modified version of Vinamax, updated expressly for this purpose
by the original software creator. In this way the actual fields present in the experiment
are brought into the simulation universe to render it as accurate as possible.
To simulate the present experiment in Vinamax, various arrangements of
nanoparticles are created. The most likely configuration for a colloidal suspension is
freely floating, non-agglomerated particles. This is due to the anionic coatings on the
surface of each particle and a given nominal size of 10nm [1, Ch. 2, p. 68]. This can be
seen in the argument that follows, which is taken from Refs. [41, 42]. In strong fields a
ferrofluid can form chains of mean length 𝑛" depending on the relation
2 𝜑 &T =(
𝑛" = j1 − ^ & _ 𝑒 p
3 𝜆

(25)

where 𝜑 is the volume fraction of particles and 𝜆 is a dimensionless coupling coefficient
defined by

𝜆=

𝑀 &
𝜇' ^ 𝜑1 _ 𝑉

(26)

24𝑘𝑇

where 𝑀1 is the saturation magnetization of the ferrofluid, not the bulk material. For
the given values of Ferrotec’s EMG 700SP which has 𝑀1 = 25.86𝑘𝐴/𝑚 and a 5𝑛𝑚
radius particle and 𝜑 = 0.053 [43] we have 𝜆 ≈ 1.3 and 𝑛" ≈ 1.4. This means there
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are about 1.4 particles per chain. Since particles are discretized it is reasonable to
conclude there would only be single particles or possibly two particles together, called
dimers. However, note that Eq. (26) is proportional to the volume, which is in turn
proportional to the cube of the radius. This value is then used as an exponent in Eq. (25)
meaning the average number of particles in a chain is a very strong function of radius.
Figure 7.1 shows 𝑛" as a function of particle radius for the parameters listed above.
Note the presence of the thermal energy in Eq. (26) is what is responsible for the
resistance to chaining. As 𝑇 increases, 𝜆 decreases, pushing 𝑛" closer to unity; thermal
energy is inherently destructive to chain formation.

Figure 7.1. Mean number of particles in a chain 𝑛" as a function of particle
radius for the ferrofluid under investigation.
Figure 7.1 shows that for particles with radii much above 6𝑛𝑚 the chain length
can become arbitrarily large. It is well documented that commercially available
ferrofluids (including the type considered here) are polydisperse, that is they have a
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distribution of radii that tends to be lognormal about the nominal diameter, see e.g.
[40] or [1, Ch. 2, pg. 41]. It is then expected that there is a considerable fraction of
particles with 𝑅$ > 6𝑛𝑚 and so significant chaining should be present in the sample.
Given this, the focus of the computer models is on the dynamics of free particles as well
as chains. Chaining effects will be discussed in Section 7.3 with a dynamical computer
model in Section 7.4.

7.2 Time-Domain Model for Free Particles
Since many of the particles in a nominal 5𝑛𝑚 radius ferrofluid will be too small
to chain due to thermal agitation, a computer model of free particles at the nominal
volume density is presented.
Figure 7.2 is the 𝑦-component of the magnetization component under the bias
field 𝐻U = 13.5𝑘𝐴/𝑚 and the step field introduced in Fig. 5.8. Note that in this first

Figure 7.2 𝑀# for Non-interacting free particles under 𝐻U = 13.5𝑘𝐴/𝑚.
example, the interparticle interactions are turned off. As discussed in Chapter 3 and, in
the specific case for thin films in Eq. (21), the measured phenomenon in the inductive
technique is the time derivative of the 𝑦-component of the magnetization. Figure 7.2 is
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the 𝑦-component of the simulation but to predict the experimental results we must take
the derivative of this output. This is shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3. 𝑑𝑀# /𝑑𝑡 of the simulation output of Fig. 7.2.
It will be seen that non-interacting particles are not a realistic representation of
the experiment. The foregoing example was instructive to see the contrast between the
interacting and non-interacting particles. In all examples that follow, sample-wide

Figure 7.4. 𝑀# for free particles of Fig. 7.2, including
inter-particle interaction.
demagnetization and inter-particle interactions are included in the computational
results. The previous example including these effects are see in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. The
derivative including damping, which is used in the final model is shown in Figure 7.5.
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8:

These examples were simulated with the following values: 𝐻U = 13.5 * , 𝑀1 =
8:

89

480 * , |𝐾| = 12 *$ , 𝑅 = 5𝑛𝑚, 𝛼 = 0.12. Note the marked increase of apparent
damping even with the same damping parameter 𝛼 as before. A comparison of these
two cases is shown in Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.5. Time derivative of the simulation output of Fig. 7.4.

Figure 7.6. Comparison of Figs. 7.2 and 7.5. Note the same damping
constant 𝛼 = 0.12 is used in both simulations.
This difference is due to the stray field created by the particles. Setting the
“demag” function true or false in the code for simulations of single particles does not
result in different outputs. This is expected since Vinamax models macrospins and
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means it is not the internal demagnetization that is causing the damping differential, but
the long-range inter-particle interaction, or so-called stray field [40]. The stray field is
the external embodiment of the demagnetizing field [20, Ch. 2, p. 35]. This effect
matches that of another simulator, MuMax3 and is one of the validation steps for
Vinamax by its creators [40].

7.3 Effective Fields Within Nanoparticle Chain Structures
While precautions are taken by manufacturers of ferrofluid to prevent
agglomeration by the addition of coatings, there is nonetheless chaining to some extent,
based on the conditions discussed in Section 7.1. This effect is the subject of much
research, e.g. [44-50]. Before a Vinamax simulation of a chain of particles is presented,
an analytical expression is derived for the effective field experienced by a particle in a
chain.
The expression for the stray dipolar field is given by [20, Ch. 2, p. 28]
#𝑩
#⃗ =

###⃗ ∙ 𝒓
#⃗)𝒓
#⃗ 𝖒
###⃗
𝜇' (𝖒
¡3
−
¢
4𝜋
𝑟V
𝑟W

(27)

This breaks the field into components parallel to the position vector and the magnetic
X𝒓⃗

moment. If we now express the position vector as a unit vector 𝒓£ = Z , Eq. (27) can be
recast as [51]
##⃗ =
𝑩

𝜇'
[3(𝖒
###⃗ ∙ 𝒓£)𝒓£ − 𝖒
###⃗]
4𝜋𝑟 W

(28)

Eqs. (27) and (28) express the familiar dipolar contours that approximate the pattern of
iron filings in the vicinity of a bar magnet. It can be seen that the field directly in front of
and behind a dipole are the strongest and point along the line of the magnetization.
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Along the side lobes of the magnet the dot product of Eq. (28) is zero and the stray field
is in the opposite direction and half as strong. The flux is directed from the positive
(north) to the negative (south) end of the magnet. For the following argument, each
particle (dipole) in a chain is assumed to be a straight line and each moment is parallel
to the line of symmetry and the external bias field. This is depicted in Fig. 7.7. We now
calculate the field due to dipolar contribution for the particle at the far left of Fig. 7.7
from the particle immediately behind it.

Figure 7.7. Chain structure considered for analytical model. Internal arrows denote
magnetic moment vector.
In a perfectly linear particle configuration along 𝑥 the dot product is maximized,
###⃗ and 𝒓£ are parallel, and Eq. (28) can be converted to
𝖒
#𝑩
#⃗ =

###⃗
𝜇'
𝜇' 𝖒
[
#
##⃗
#
##⃗]
3𝖒
−
𝖒
=
4𝜋𝑟 W
2𝜋𝑟 W

(29)

For all other particles farther to the right, the vectorial direction is still along 𝑥, but the
(

field is weaker by Z $. If we now consider placing dipoles to the left of this particle it is
clear that by symmetry these would contribute additively, so to find an expression for
the effective dipolar field near the center of a chain of 𝑁 particles, we double Eq. (29)
and sum.
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\

#𝑩
#⃗𝒅𝒊𝒑

(30)

###⃗|
𝜇' |𝖒
1
=
¤
𝜋
(𝑖 𝑑$ )W
G](

Here 𝑑$ is defined as the center-to-center distances of neighboring particles including
the ~1𝑛𝑚 coating. Equation (30) converges to a constant for larger values of 𝑁 due to
decreasing contributions of ever more distant particles. The full expression of Eq. (27)
without the foregoing simplifications was coded in Matlab and the results plotted over
points from Eq. (30). The comparison is seen in Figure 7.8 to be identical.

Figure 7.8. Comparison of Eqs. (27) and (30). Asymptotic approach of the
effective field at center of a linear chain of 𝑁 identical particles due to
stray fields only.

7.4 Time-Domain Model for Chain Structures
In this section the time-domain simulation results for the chain structures of
Section 7.3 are presented. For consistency with Section 7.2 these examples are
8:

8:
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simulated with the following values: 𝐻U = 13.5 * , 𝑀1 = 480 * , |𝐾| = 12 *$ , 𝑅 =
5𝑛𝑚, 𝛼 = 0.12. Additionally the interparticle spacing is 𝑑$ = 13𝑛𝑚. Figure 7.9 shows
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Figure 7.9. 𝑀# of chain of 5 particles with center-to-center spacing 𝑑$ = 13𝑛𝑚.
Particles have an anisotropy axis and initial magnetization orientation along x.
the orientation of 𝑀# where 𝑀 denotes the net magnetization of the sample. The
initial conditions are 𝑀F = 𝑀1 , 𝑀# = 𝑀/ = 0 and the anisotropy axes are fixed along
𝑥. Again, the inductive technique measures the derivative of this signal and this
quantity is shown in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10. 𝑑𝑀# /𝑑𝑡 of chain of 5 particles with center-to-center spacing
𝑑 = 13𝑛𝑚. Particles have an anisotropy axis and initial magnetization
orientation along x.
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At this point it is instructive to compare the combined results shown in Figs. 7.5
and 7.10 to the measured signal seen in panel 6 of Fig. 6.1. Figure 7.11 is the result of
free interacting particles and chains of particles for which 𝑁 = 5. The compared FFTs

Figure 7.11. Result of free particles and chains of 𝑁 = 5 with simulated values of
8:
8:
89
𝐻U = 13.5 * , 𝑀1 = 480 * , |𝐾| = 12 *$ , 𝑅 = 5𝑛𝑚, 𝑑$ = 13𝑛𝑚, 𝛼 = 0.12.

Figure 7.12. FFT of the waveforms shown in Fig. 7.11. Upper frequencies are not
yet included in the model here and will be addressed and added in Section 7.5.
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are shown in Figure 7.12 and it is evident that the two largest spectral peaks are
accounted for by the arrangement. While the simple model of chains and free particles
describes the conditions in the sample fairly well, there are higher frequency
components as seen in Fig. 7.12 and in Section 6.2 that are still to be modeled in the
next section. Also note that the interparticle distance value 𝑑$ = 13𝑛𝑚 used for 5𝑛𝑚radius particles in this work indicates a 1.5𝑛𝑚-thick coating on each particle.
The frequency of the chain formation will now be shown to be near the
~3.7𝐺𝐻𝑧 measured value seen in Fig. 7.12. To predict the ferromagnetic frequency of a
magnetic nanoparticle it is required to know the effective field inside it. This is
ultimately the sum of all external fields as well as internal fields due to the anisotropy
and the phenomenon of demagnetization. The demagnetizing field along any
component is found from the following relation [52].
𝐻# 𝒊 = −𝒩𝑖 𝑀%

(31)

where 𝒩G and 𝑀% are the demagnetizing factor and the magnetization along the ith axis,
respectively. For 3-dimensional ellipsoids of revolution such as spheres, Eq. (31) is
usually expressed in terms of a well-defined demagnetizing tensor [52].
𝒩𝒙

%𝑯
%%⃗𝒅 = − ) 0

0

0
0
%%%⃗.
𝒩𝒚 0 * 𝑴
0 𝒩𝒛

(32)

Equations (31) and (32) show that the internal field that acts to demagnetize the sample
###⃗ can only demagnetize the
is due to the magnetization itself and the ith component of 𝑴
sample along the ith axis. A further constraint is that the tensor has a unity trace. The
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expression in which these demagnetizing factors are used is known as the Kittel
equation of ferromagnetic resonance [52].
𝜔'& = 𝜇&' 𝛾 & [𝐻'a + (𝒩F − 𝒩/ )𝑀]¦𝐻'a + Š𝒩𝒚 − 𝒩/ Œ𝑀§

(33)

(

For the case of perfect spheres, 𝒩F = 𝒩# = 𝒩/ = W [20, Ch. 9, p. 314]. For this case the
Kittel equation reduces to a linear relationship given by
𝜔' = 𝜇' 𝛾𝐻'a = 𝛾𝐵'a

(34)

where 𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio introduced in Eq. (3) and 𝐻'a is the total effective field
which includes the applied fields, anisotropy, and external fields due to inter-particle
interactions. For a long chain of 5𝑛𝑚 radius particles the interparticle interaction term
8:

is seen from Fig 7.8 to be 𝐵G ≈ 0.067𝑇. With an applied field of 𝐵U = 𝜇' 13.5 * ≈
0.017𝑇 and for a uniaxial anisotropic term of 𝐵< ≈ 0.056𝑇 the effective field is 𝐵'a ≈
0.134𝑇. Inserting this into Eq. (34) gives a resonant frequency of 𝑓' ≈ 3.80𝐺𝐻𝑧. Note
that here the uniaxial anisotropy term has been employed rather than the cubic term of
Eq. (11). This is for ease of comparison since Vinamax employs uniaxial anisotropy
energies [40]. The uniaxial anisotropy is given by [20, Ch. 5, p. 171]
𝐻b =

2𝐾<
𝑘𝐴
≈ 39.8
𝜇' 𝑀1
𝑚

(35)

It is clear that the result of 3.80𝐺𝐻𝑧 from Eq. (34) is slightly higher than the observed
frequency of Fig. 7.12. This is the result of chains not being placed into the model space
independently; the chains can interact laterally as seen in Fig. 7.13.
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Figure 7.13. Side-by-side chains separated by a distance 𝐶% . Chains in this configuration
will act to reduce the local effective field due to the side lobes of the constituent
particles’ stray fields.
It is of interest how the resonant frequencies will be reduced due to the
demagnetizing effects of a neighboring chain. Two chains with the parameters seen in
Fig. 7.7 and separated by a distance of 𝐶% were modeled in Vinamax with an increasing
interchain distance. The results are shown in Figure 7.14 and bring the mean resonant
frequency within the range of the experiment and subsequent completed model. As
expected, increasing the distance between the chains increases the frequency due to a
decrease in the −𝑥 component from the lateral portion of the stray field of the chains
which subtracts from the bias field.
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Figure 7.14. Mean resonant frequency of interacting chains of particles as a function
8:
8:
89
of interchain distance 𝐶% , where 𝑁 = 5, 𝐻U = 13.5 * , 𝑀1 = 480 * , |𝐾| = 12 *$ ,
𝑅 = 5𝑛𝑚, 𝑑$ = 13𝑛𝑚, 𝛼 = 0.12.

7.5 Higher Effective Anisotropy
To account for the resonances in the 6𝐺𝐻𝑧 − 9𝐺𝐻𝑧 range as seen in the spectra
other considerations beyond interparticle interactions must be taken into account. No
amount of chaining or clustering were able to account for any resonance beyond
~3.8𝐺𝐻𝑧 in any simulations done on chains, clusters, dimers, trimers, sheets of
particles, or clusters of chains. Attempts at simply decreasing or increasing the particle
sizes or allowing the particles to contact one another without consideration for the
anionic coating on the surface also had no effect in reaching such high frequencies. One
possible way of obtaining these resonances is an increased anisotropy energy, which
contributes to the effective field per Eq. (23).
Much work has been done in the area of increased effective anisotropy due to
surface effects of ultra-fine particles [14-16, 26, 27, 53-60]. This phenomenon has been
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attributed to the breaking of symmetry at the particle surface [60]. The asymmetry
arises because the surface atoms have a special place in the nanoparticle: at a boundary
where there are lattice atoms on one side of them but not on the other. The concept of
surface anisotropy was briefly mentioned in Section 2.7, where we now recall the adhoc relation of Eq. (12) for convenience: 𝐾,;; = 𝐾" +

cd&
A

. Here 𝐾,;; is the effective

anisotropy constant that quantifies the energy landscape as the magnetization of a
particle begins to move away from the easy axis of magnetization [20, Ch. 5, pg. 171]. It
is representative of the stabilizing energy barriers shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 that
prevent thermal agitations from being able to cause spontaneous spin flips [14]. 𝐾" in
Eq. (12) is the volume energy density that represents bulk anisotropy and is typically
listed in data tables. 𝐷 is the particle diameter. Given these three values, the surface
anisotropy energy density 𝐾1 can be derived. In this work the effective anisotropy was
found by modifying the 𝐾 value in the foregoing computer model until the 6𝐺𝐻𝑧 and
9𝐺𝐻𝑧 spectral peaks aligned with those of the FFT. In other words, the increased value
of the anisotropy constant caused the peaks for free particles and chains (~1.3𝐺𝐻𝑧 and
~3.5𝐺𝐻𝑧) seen in Fig. 7.12 to shift into the two resonances at the 6𝐺𝐻𝑧 and 9𝐺𝐻𝑧,
respectively. A possible implication being that among the free particles and chains of
the previous section there were some that exhibited this increased anisotropy resulting
in similar spectral distributions but at higher frequencies.
Importantly, the diameter must be entered into Eq. (12). While the nominal
particle diameter of the Ferrotec 700SP is 10𝑛𝑚, other work has shown that these
surface effects arise primarily in particles smaller than 5𝑛𝑚 [14, 54]. Owing to the
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Figure 7.15. Full time-domain fit including the increased effective anisotropy for some
particles in the sample. The model parameters are the same as Fig. 7.11 with additional
89
simulation for high anisotropy where , ©𝐾,;; © = 53 *$ , 𝑅 = 1.5𝑛𝑚, and for the chains
𝑑$ = 3.8𝑛𝑚.

Figure 7.16. FFT of signals in Fig. 7.15. Note the two highest peaks are due to chains
89
and free particles where ©𝐾,;; © = 53 *$ , 𝑅 = 1.5𝑛𝑚, and for the chains 𝑑$ = 3.8𝑛𝑚.
previously discussed polydispersity of the present sample, and previous research
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showing the effect was not evident in magnetite until the diameter was decreased to
3𝑛𝑚 [54], the high-anisotropy particles in the model were given a radius of 𝑅 = 1.5𝑛𝑚.
This gave the best result in terms of both the FFT and time-domain comparison for
chains and free particles and is shown in Figs 7.15 and 7.16. For the sample under
89

consideration, we have a frequency match at 𝐾,;; = 53 *$ . Further, using 𝐷 = 3𝑛𝑚
89

and the value of |𝐾" | = 12 *$ which had already been fitted to the bulk value for the
normal anisotropic particles, Eq. (12) is solved for a surface anisotropy energy density of
9

𝐾1 = 2.05 × 10=V *# . For comparison to other research, the 𝐾1 values found for
9

magnetite particles by Gilmore and coworkers were between 0.5 × 10=V *# and
9

2.0 × 10=V *# . Similar results were found by several other groups [14, 55-57, 59]. In
these works, some researchers found that surface effects were present in all particles
studied regardless of size whereas others recorded them only in smaller sizes. In the
present experiment, only an effective anisotropy is able to be modeled in Vinamax and
it is possible to match the FFT peaks with various values of 𝐾1 by changing the diameter
89

to get 𝐾,;; = 53 *$ . However, the resulting surface anisotropy term for 𝐷 = 10𝑛𝑚 is
9

𝐾1 = 6.83 × 10=V *# which is significantly higher than other published results, thus the
high anisotropy particles were modeled with 3𝑛𝑚 diameter.
The raw time-domain data and the corresponding models are now presented,
and the final conclusions from the model will follow in the next section.
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Figure 7.17. Measurement and model for the first four bias fields.
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Figure 7.18. Measurement and model for the 5th-8th bias fields.
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Figure 7.19. Measurement and model for the last four bias fields.
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7.6 Analysis
These time-domain measurements allow for the deduction of several features of
interest of ferrofluids and their constituent particles. Among these are resonant
frequencies of free particles under interparticle interactions, the extent of chaining
present under a given bias field, thickness of coating, observation of phenomenological
damping, evidence of superparamagnetism, and indications of higher anisotropy effects.
The goal of the model here is to be able to describe what causes the various frequency
components in the present samples. It is not intended to predict what will happen in
any given ferrofluid since the response is likely a strong function of the particle density,
particle size and composition, as well as the experimental setup. The fitted models
presented in Figs. 7.17-7.19 allow for most of the aforementioned effects to be modeled
and can serve to estimate these effects. Figure 7.20 shows the coefficient of
determination (R2) of each fit. Figure 7.21 presents some typical results for the FFTs of
the computational model compared to the actual frequency spectra.

Figure 7.20. Determination coefficient (R2) for each fit in Fig. 7.17 – Fig. 7.19.
The dashed line is provided for a guide to the eye.
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Figure 7.21. Typical results for the FFTs of the model fits
presented in Figs. 7.17-7.19 compared to actual data.
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Vinamax requires the user to code the positions of particles as well as many
other parameters; it is not possible to feed a recorded signal into the software and
automate a true data fit per se. It is necessary to create a particle configuration based
on predicted assemblies, run the simulation, and compare the results to the measured
data. The R2 is then taken between the model and data and the process is repeated. In
this way the relative error can be minimized between attempted arrangements; it is not
feasible to try all possible configurations as they are effectively unlimited. Later fits are
seen to have a slightly lower R2 than the earlier simulations. This is from the larger error
at the beginning cycle of the response and can be seen in Figs. 7.17-7.19. This may be
due to a phase difference in the various frequency components that then fail to add to
the full wave amplitude initially. It could also be a result of a non-linear initial response
of the magnetization which cannot be accurately modeled by Vinamax, as it solves the
Landau-Lifshitz equation (Eq. (10)), which is a linear differential equation. Outside of
this small initial error, the model appears to describe the dynamics fairly well.
The FFT results of Fig. 7.21 are typical of the data fits for all bias fields. The
frequencies and amplitudes were used as points to aid the fit in addition to the timedomain correlation mentioned above. What follows is an analysis of each frequency
region of interest beginning with the chain dynamics.
It has been shown analytically [61] and computationally [62] that the length of
chains and their tendency to form is increased in external magnetic fields. To examine
this effect here we consider the amplitudes of the Fourier spectrum for the ~3.7𝐺𝐻𝑧
component. The trend in Figure 7.22 is nearly linear with respect to the Langevin
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function of Eq. (14) using appropriate quantities in the argument, a possible indication
that chain formation increases as the applied magnetic field suppresses the effects of
superparamagnetism.

Figure 7.22. Relative amplitudes of FFT spectra in the ~3.7𝐺𝐻𝑧 range
plotted against a Langevin function with the appropriate argument values.
The frequencies of the chains slightly decrease with increasing bias field, which is
initially counterintuitive. When chains are modeled in an isolated setting, the
frequencies increase with the field as expected. However, as is apparent from Fig. 7.22
and [61, 62], the number of chains in the sample is growing with each increase of the
field. This results in chains being closer to one another so that the computational
technique of noninteracting chains (e.g. [49]) cannot be employed in a ferrofluid of this
density at higher fields. The reason the frequencies decrease is related to the discussion
surrounding Figs. 7.13 and 7.14 in Sec. 7.4. Figure 7.23 shows the frequencies as a
function of bias field. Initially when the chains are few, they are separated sufficiently
such that they do not interact. This can be seen by comparing the first resonance value
of 3.84𝐺𝐻𝑧 with the theoretical value of 3.80𝐺𝐻𝑧 obtained in Section 7.4. That value
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was found analytically with a chain in isolation. Afterward chains continue to form
throughout the sample, which has the effect of reducing the frequency provided the

Figure 7.23. Resonant frequencies of the chain formations as a function of
applied field. Note the initial value of 3.84𝐺𝐻𝑧 closely matches the
theoretical value of 3.80𝐺𝐻𝑧 obtained for an isolated chain. Subsequent
measurements under higher fields involve lateral interchain interaction.
chains are sufficiently long early in the process. Initial length is important since the
mean resonant frequency of a particle in a chain saturates as the chain grows as
discussed earlier and shown in Fig. 7.8. If the chains are long enough initially, their
growth will not appreciably augment the effective field of a typical member of the chain.
The laterally positioned nearby chains, however, have a demagnetizing effect on their
neighbors. If this crowding effect grows faster than the applied field, the result is a net
decrease in the local field of the constituent particles of the chains. This effect does not
continue indefinitely as the chain density eventually saturates due to the limited
number of available particles. The frequencies converge on a value of 𝑓 ≈ 3.71𝐺𝐻𝑧.
The interchain distances used in a typical fit to the time series is shown in Fig 7.24.
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Figure 7.24. Interchain distance in typical Vinamax model. The dashed
line is provided for a guide to the eye.
Another case of demagnetization due to sample rearrangement appears at
8:

higher bias fields. Beginning around 𝐻U = 18 * the low frequency component ascribed
to single particles begins to shift even lower. The comparison is shown in Fig. 7.25. As
more chains are formed from the available particles, they not only approached one
another but their stray fields begin to decrease the local fields of single particles due to

Figure 7.25. Lowest components of last six bias fields. This is modeled
by single particle demagnetization by converging chain structures.
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their lateral proximity. The FFT peaks thus shift left while the initial resonant frequency
of 𝑓 ≈ 1.3𝐺𝐻𝑧 ceases to grow in amplitude accordingly. This was borne out by the
model as can be seen in the last panel of Fig. 7.21 which is typical of all later FFTs of the
model. Assessing the true pattern of the lowest frequencies separately proves difficult
due to the competing nature of the resonances as they gradually undergo this effect.
The higher frequency components do not increase in amplitude according to a
Langevin-type curve. However, the amplitudes do grow linearly with bias field which
nonetheless seems to point to an effect of superparamagnetism: as the bias field
increases more particles are blocked from random magnetization fluctuations making
them available to participate in coherent rotation and be recorded by the waveguide.
The frequencies for high-anisotropy free particles are shown in Figure 7.26 and chains in
Fig. 7.27 and the amplitudes are Figures 7.28-7.29, respectively.

Figure 7.26. Frequency trend for high effective anisotropy free particles
as a function of applied field.
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Clearly there is an average increase in frequency with bias field but attempts to
fit the trend to the Kittel equation (Eq. (33)) are unsuccessful due to the sample-wide
demagnetization that is a function of particle rearrangements. The reconfigurations are
due to the particles in the sample being mobile and seeking the lowest energy state as
the imposed conditions change.

Figure 7.27. Frequency trend for high effective anisotropy chain particles
as a function of applied field.
The frequency trend of the high-effective anisotropy particles involved in chain
formations are presented in Figure 7.27. The frequency response is largely flat, which is
similar to those seen in normal particles of Fig. 7.23 at higher fields. In that case,
towards higher field values the response is constant within the margin of error. In the
present case the internal fields are higher due to the anisotropy. If the effective
anisotropy is calculated using the fitted value of the effective anisotropy constant
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𝐾,;; = 53 *$ using Eq. (35), the uniaxial anisotropy field is found to be 𝐻b =
8:

&d!''
𝜇" E&

≈

176 * . This is approximately four times the anisotropy field of the normal particles and
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over seven times higher than the largest applied field. It is possible that this high field
prevents the kind of initial dramatic demagnetization seen in the normal anisotropy
case of Fig. 7.23. Figures 7.28 - 7.29 show the amplitudes of these responses.

Figure 7.28. FFT amplitude of high anisotropy particles as a function of
applied field.

Figure 7.29. FFT amplitude of high anisotropy chain formation as a function
of applied field.
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As a final note on the Fourier spectrum analysis of the recorded data, there is a
noticeable peak around 7𝐺𝐻𝑧 that is present in the model but smaller than the data.
These signals appear to originate from high-anisotropy particles at the ends of chains.
As mentioned in the discussion on chaining in Sec. 7.3, particles at the end of a chain
only experience about half the effective dipolar field from the arrangement as the
particles nearer to the center. When simulations on collections of short chains are
made the result is a significant peak at the predicted value of 9𝐺𝐻𝑧 accompanied by
another minor peak at 7𝐺𝐻𝑧 due to the large fraction of particles located at endpoints.
For longer chains where 𝑁 ≈ 5 this value decreases and the primary peaks are better
defined since more particles are in the saturated region of Fig. 7.8. An attempt to
increase the 7𝐺𝐻𝑧 component was made but this had the undesired effect of
considerably decreasing the quality of fit for the time-domain signal as well as the shape
of the 9𝐺𝐻𝑧 peak related to the chains. As such, these particles were modeled in longer
chains and the reduced amplitude of the 7𝐺𝐻𝑧 lobe was accepted. It may be that while
these small particles can form chains with larger particles, they could have a tendency to
attach to ends or in lateral voids inherent in linear collections of spheres. Further
investigation is necessary to give a definitive answer.
Given all the preceding dynamics it is of interest to understand which fraction of
particles are contributing to each type of interaction. To see this, it must be
remembered that per Eq. (21) the inductive technique can only measure the derivative
of the magnetization [18]. Amplitudes of the higher frequency components are
exaggerated by derivatives and so tend to play a large part in the signals measured by
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this technique. Fortunately, the time-domain model used in this work gives the
magnetization directly rather than its derivative and thus allows it to be studied.
Figure 7.30 shows the FFT of the 𝑦-component of the modeled magnetization
itself. Note how diminished the higher components are compared to those of the low
frequency. This is in sharp contrast to all FFTs presented so far. Naturally the
magnetization FFT has a large DC offset since 𝑀# has a non-zero rest position. This
region has been omitted from the plot to avoid dwarfing the relevant data. It is possible

Figure 7.30. FFT of 𝑀# from the Vinamax model. Note the diminished higher
frequency components.
to approximate such results even without access to the magnetization itself or even a
computer model. Figure 7.31 shows the result of normalizing the FFT of the measured
data to the frequency spectrum so as to largely mitigate the scaling effect of the
derivative imposed by the inductive technique. It is not an exact match with the FFT
taken of the model but an acceptable approximation if one desires to know the particle
fraction responsible for the dynamics recorded with this type of metrology.
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Figure 7.31. FFT of recorded data divided at each point by the frequency of its
respective bin. Compare to Fig. 7.30.
It is clear from these data that despite their large effect on the recorded signal
shape and spectrum, only a small fraction of the constituent particles display higher
anisotropy effects. The chaining effect, however, is still seen as a significant factor in
the particle landscape.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Work
Collections of coated magnetite particles in a colloidal suspension (ferrofluid) are
studied using inductive time-domain metrology. Evidence of interparticle interactions,
chaining, and possible higher effective anisotropy are observed. These effects are
already widely reported and their ability to be observed with this technique, which is
novel in the study of ferrofluids, is encouraging. Additionally, the chaining effects are
seen to be quite temporary at room temperature. The bias field can be reduced from its
maximal setting and the dynamics revert immediately to an earlier state. This way,
repeated measurements can be made and later compared for a given sample and agree
well with one another.
A free computer model called Vinamax is employed to simulate and quantify the
aforementioned effects. It proves quite accurate and useful in the study of time-domain
magnetization dynamics of macrospin-approximated nanoparticles. One small
consideration is that the anisotropy constant in a simulation is single valued. Thus, if
one desires to model higher anisotropy particles, they must be studied in a separate
simulation and the results summed with other simulations. While not ideal this is not
catastrophic, however, since the anisotropy field is not one that extends beyond the
particle. Therefore, interparticle interactions between high and normal anisotropy
particles are only affected insofar as a small fraction of the particles’ neighbors are not
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precessing as fast as they would in the lab setting. This did not appear to have an effect
on the ability to fit the results to the data.
Initially it was thought that the particles comprising the ferrofluid might be
sufficiently distanced to be effectively noninteracting. In this case there should be a
simple damped sine wave response resulting in a single-valued FFT that would conform
to the aforementioned Kittel expression. This would give a linear response as a function
of applied field and would also allow for the deduction of the material parameters in the
Kittel equation. It is found that to get a measurement with the inductive technique in
the current setup a sufficiently dense ferrofluid is required. This requirement results in
the complex interparticle interactions seen in this work which complicate the analysis.
Other ferrofluids are now under consideration that may overcome this limitation.
For future work it is noted that a narrower waveguide would be more sensitive
to the changing magnetization of the particles and may allow for lower density samples
to be studied. Lower concentration ferrofluid was attempted in this work and did not
yield measurable results. Additionally, a fabricated microfluidic channel above this
more sensitive waveguide would allow for changing of the fluid inside and could
possibly lead to in-situ study of nanoparticles while they are being created in a lab. It
must be noted though, that a narrower waveguide would mean a channel that is also
narrower and implies a smaller sample size. It is not immediately clear if this reduced
amount of magnetic material would result in a null measurement even with a more
sensitive apparatus.
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